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Continuing a busy year that included solo exhibitions with Rachel Uffner Gallery in NYC, M+B Gallery in LA,Continuing a busy year that included solo exhibitions with Rachel Uffner Gallery in NYC, M+B Gallery in LA,

and Stems Gallery in Brussels, Arghavan Khosravi is currently having her UK solo debut at Carl Kostyál in London. Presenting a new

series of 6 sculptural, multipaneled, mixed media paintings, the Iranian-born and US-based artist is continuing her explorations of

cultural, social, and personal contradictions and tensions.

The highly effective amalgamation of materials, techniques, as well as cultural elements, symbols, and aesthetics, is a result of the

artist's own effort to capture and reveal her life experience. “I was born soon after the Islamic Revolution," Khosravi explains in an

exhibition statement. "My paintings describe the double life I led throughout my childhood and teenage years, adhering to Islamic

Law in public (ex. being forced to wear a headscarf, to pray and recite the Quran at school), while still being able to think and act freely

in private.” This literal experience of duality directly informed the urge to create works that are assembled from opposing elements

held together by a tangible tension. And in this particular body of work, the connecting or dividing line is a red thread, which whether

painted or actual represents “the lines drawn by theocratic power.” In between or underneath such interference the artist puzzles

contemporary human figures, alongside fragments of nature, as well as classical cultural archetypes such as Greco-Roman sculptures

or fabric patterns, constructing a diary of her experiences and concerns. Primarily the experience of an Iranian woman living in the US

and the concerns about other women, with an accent on her fellow countrywomen back in her motherland.

And while the addition of 3d elements can quickly become a gimmick, the way Khosravi breaks away from the traditional flatness and

square format harmoniously compliment already intriguing visuals. Sometimes adding interactive elements, such as an opening in

Let me talk, 2020, or expanding and distorting the format of the work in Insomnia, 2020, or The Glow, 2020, she successfully

underlines the reality and the intensity of the issues her work is speaking of. In combination with a realistic, yet softened rendition of

the characters and other elements, the imagery is literally rising from the flatness of the surface of the canvas urging the viewer to read

into it and understand its storyline. Dominated by female subjects the majority of Khosravi's oeuvre is speaking of Iranian women,

but differently than how they are popularly portrayed. "I’m not interested in just showing Iranian women as victims because there is

this general idea through the media which sometimes is distorted or not quite accurate. I hope that with my paintings I can change

that image," Khosravi mentioned in her recent interview with Artnet. Shapeshifting, wrestling the aforementioned red lines, or

depicted as mysterious yet strong figures, these contemporary muses are suggesting a change that won't take place without them

setting it off. —Sasha Bogojev
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Paradigm of Charcoal: Lee Bae @ Perrotin,
Hong Kong

Perrotin Hong Kong is pleased to present Paradigm of Charcoal, a
solo exhibition from Korean artist Lee Bae, based in Paris, France,

and Cheongdo, South Korea. It is Lee Bae'
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Huntz Liu: Strata @ Thinkspace Projects,
Los Angeles

Thinkspace Projects is pleased to present Huntz Liu’s latest solo show, Strata.
Using his signature techniques of cutting and layering paper, Liu crafts a

collection of work that explores dept
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Collage

Hip-Hop is Alive as Joe Conzo Curates
"The Elements" with 1XRUN

The beautiful part of hip-hop culture is the how widespread it permeates
through not only music, but art, photography, fashion, graffiti and folklore.

Our friends at 1XRUN are celebrating the 48
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Collectibles

Forklore: Marisa Adesman @ Anat Ebgi,
Los Angeles

Anat Ebgi recently opened their first solo exhibition with Marisa Adesman,
presenting a new body of paintings entitled Forklore. Featuring only one

single human form yet imbued with otherworldly mani
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Radio Juxtapoz ep 074: Khruangbin is the
Future Sound of Soul

When Houston, Texas-based band Khruangbin came onto the music scene
over the last decade, the breath of fresh air that came along with the trio was

felt on the international stage. Their instrumental

August 09, 2021

Music

Youth Rising in the UK 1981-2021
A new exhibition at Amber Film & Photography Collective brings together

the work of nine photographers who have documented the young people in
the UK over a period of 40 years. Rarely seen w

August 09, 2021

Photography

Facing the Current: Yusuke Hanai in Hong
Kong

Following the release of “DOWN BUT NOT OUT” and “WE WILL FLY
AGAIN” in 2020, acclaimed Japanese artist and Spring 2021 cover story

Yusuke Hanai and AllRightsReserved reunite for the third tim

August 09, 2021

Installation

The Art of the Santa Cruz Speed Wheel @
MAH, Santa Cruz

His creations have traversed the globe while becoming synonymous with
American skate and surf culture. Browse the largest collection of work by

local artist, Jim Phillips, in the upcoming exhibition,

August 06, 2021

Installation

The Teasing Erotica of Petites Luxures @
Hashimoto Contemporary, San Francisco
Hashimoto Contemporary is pleased to present Petites Luxures’ third solo

exhibition with the gallery. The exhibition will feature the Parisian artist’s
signature minimalist erotic drawings alongs
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Illustration

Beyond the Streets on Paper: A
Conversation with Yusuke Hanai

There has been a lot of art creating over the past year that speaks to the
human condition, our uncertainty, our universal fears and concerns.

Japanese-based artist Yusuke Hanai doesn't literally cre

August 06, 2021

Illustration

The Shoo Sho: Julie Curtiss Curates a
Show Show with Anton Kern in NYC

Playing with the Anton Kern Gallery WINDOW space peculiarities -- a gallery
that can only be seen from the outside and never entered -- and referencing

its location in Lower Manhattan near Soho, Juli
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Installation

Vault by Vans Teams x JJJJound
Reinterpret the Style 37 in 3 Colorways

Our friends at Vault by Vans have teamed with the great Montreal studio
JJJJound on 3-colorway look at the Vault by Vans Style 37 sneaker. If you

know, JJJJound was a mood board founded in 2006 

August 05, 2021

Fashion

Haroshi Takes His Iconic Works to
LGND.ART with New NFT Collection

We all know of Haroshi as the master of the handcrafted art, recycling and
reusing old skateboards to create sculptural works and sculptural paintings.

He has gained a legacy in both skateboarding an

August 05, 2021

Technology

Drawings and Sketches by Italian
Architect, Aldo Rossi

During Italian architect and designer Aldo Rossi's lifetime he accomplished
the unusual feat of achieving international recognition in four distinct areas:

theory, drawing, architecture and product d

August 05, 2021

Illustration

Babushka: A Conversation With Nicholas
Farhi

With general life going to a standstill all over the world in the past year and a
half, we've witnessed a massive revival of interior and still life painting. And

one of the artists whose exploration

August 05, 2021

Painting

NSFW: Spoke Art Presents a New
Exhibition and New Book Release

Depending on your office situation or where you are employed, the concept
of “Not Safe For Work” could conjure various meanings. Years ago, a NSFW

label on a webpost or even email subject prompte

August 05, 2021

Books

Mona Kuhn: Paradise Lost
Paradise Lost is a carefully curated selection of photographs from Mona
Kuhn’s seminal series Evidence, in celebration of her new retrospective

monograph Works, currently on view at Jackson Fine Ar

August 04, 2021

Photography
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